JULY - AUGUST How Are You Doing? INTERVIEWS
From March through June, 83% of TRIP's riders have continued to receive needed transportation
from their drivers. The impact of stay-at-home and closures has reduced the number of trips taken by
the riders and the miles of assisted transportation received, but travel for essential purposes has
continued to be available. TRIP staff conducted random phone interviews with 48 of our clients from
July through the end of August. The purpose of the interviews was to explore Pandemic
experiences through interactive conversation and to provide emotional support.









Clients interviewed were aged 18 to 93. 81% of the interviewees were 60+ years of age.
86% of those interviewed were female. (In general, 75% of TRIP’s clients are female.)
5% of the interviewed
clients were only
authorized for travel for
medical purposes while
87% were able to use
TRIP travel assistance for
any purpose.
All suffer from physical or
mental conditions limiting
mobility by means other
than one-on-one,
relationship transportation
assistance.
87% have very low
income.
78% have no family able to help them.

Following is a snap-shot of our time and the efficacy of TRIP through the eyes of TRIP clients.
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INTERVIEWER COMMENTS: Observations, insights, anything to add? (representative sample)
Client knows of several people who have gotten Covid but he is very calm about the whole situation. Client and his
driver have been friends for over 10 years. Client disclosed he used to be a volunteer driver for another participant and
does not think he would drive that participation as much as his current driver drives with client. Client was very grateful
for TRIP services and his current driver.
Client was glad for our call and help. She is more relaxed now than before in early stages of Covid. Client mentioned for
her mental health, she is going out more to stores, with precaution, and is looking forward to seeing her doctor this
month in person. Evidently, she does not like to be isolated for long periods. Client was informed by her senior
apartment manager that there are several cases of Covid at that complex but they do not release names.
Client was very sweet. She appreciates TRIP a lot. She does not know anyone who has gotten Coronavirus. She is calm
and has learned early on to live with this pandemic. I was glad to hear from her that TRIP makes her feel part of a family
because she has no one else other than her volunteer drivers.
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Client is taking pandemic day by day. She has two IHSS caregivers she sees weekly that help her feel less isolated. Client
mentioned caregivers take precautions around her due to Covid. No mention of relatives/friends getting coronavirus.
She like many other people just wants to stay healthy and get back to being able to go out in the world again.
Client stated without TRIP, she would be dead ‐ she recalled a time she had a fall and her caregiver/volunteer driver
found her and took her to the hospital right away. Client goes to pharmacy with her driver. Client mentioned that it
would take 3 hours to get groceries using the bus but with her driver, it is a one‐hour trip. Client is eating healthier and
losing weight as she is receiving food assistance during this pandemic. No mention of relatives/friend getting
Coronavirus. When she mentioned she had cabin fever, I told her this is only temporary and we will get through this like
anything else in life.
Mr. M feels very strongly that we will never go back to the normal way of life It will be a lifelong of wearing masks and
doing social distancing. He wished us all Good Health.

